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Blue Mind
This book explores the nature of creativity in engineering and
technology, and how it relates to creativity in art or science.
Lienhard has for ten years done a twice-weekly radio show,
carried on about 35 NPR stations, consisting of 3-minute
essays on technology. He uses the substance of selected
segments of his radio program to create a continuous
narrative presenting his insights on technological creativity.
This book has the same title as his radio program, to further
draw the attention of his one million listeners.
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The Rough Guide to Jimi Hendrix
The ocean teems with life that thrives under difficult situations
in unusual environments. This book takes readers to the
absolute limits of the aquatic world - the fastest and deepest,
the hottest and oldest creatures of the oceans.

A Rhythm of Prayer
In Scott O'Dell's classic novel, a young Native American
woman, accompanied by her infant and her cruel husband,
experiences joy and heartbreak when she joins the Lewis and
Clark expedition seeking a way to the Pacific.

This Cheese is Nuts!
Explains how water flows from brooks, to streams, to rivers,
over waterfalls, through canyons and dams, to eventually
reach the ocean.

How to Read Water
In the face of apocalyptic climate change, a former fisherman
shares a bold and hopeful new vision for saving the planet:
farming the ocean. Here Bren Smith--pioneer of regenerative
ocean agriculture--introduces the world to a groundbreaking
solution to the global climate crisis. A genre-defining "climate
memoir," Eat Like a Fish interweaves Smith's own life--from
sailing the high seas aboard commercial fishing trawlers to
developing new forms of ocean farming to surfing the frontiers
of the food movement--with actionable food policy and
practical advice on ocean farming. Written with the humor and
swagger of a fisherman telling a late-night tale, it is a powerful
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of environmental renewal, and a must-read guide to
saving our oceans, feeding the world, and--by creating new
jobs up and down the coasts--putting working class
Americans back to work.

The Engines of Our Ingenuity
Grammy Award winner Victor Wooten's inspiring parable of
the importance of music and the threats that it faces in
today's world. A VINTAGE ORIGINAL We may not realize it
as we listen to the soundtrack of our lives through tiny
earbuds, but music and all that it encompasses is
disappearing all around us. In this fable-like story three
musicians from around the world are mysteriously summoned
to Nashville, the Music City, to join together with Victor to do
battle against the "Phasers," whose blinking "musiccancelling" headphones silence and destroy all musical
sound. Only by coming together, connecting, and making the
joyful sounds of immediate, "live" music can the world be
restored to the power and spirit of music.

The Spirit of Music
Part memoir, part guidebook, and part social history, For
Small Creatures Such as We is the first book from the
daughter of Carl Sagan and Ann Druyan--a luminous
exploration of Earth's marvels that require no faith in order to
be believed. "What is the meaning of life? Sagan finds its
meaning everywhere--with her family, around the world, and
especially among the stars of the cosmos. Read her work;
you'll have a deeper appreciation for your every step, every
bite, and every breath." --Bill Nye Sasha Sagan was raised by
secular parents, the astronomer Carl Sagan and the writer
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producer Ann Druyan. They taught her that the natural

world and vast cosmos are full of profound beauty, that
science reveals truths more wondrous than any myth or fable.
When Sagan herself became a mother, she began her own
hunt for the natural phenomena behind our most treasured
occasions--from births to deaths, holidays to weddings,
anniversaries, and more--growing these roots into a new set
of rituals for her young daughter that honor the joy and
significance of each experience without relying on religious
framework. As Sagan shares these rituals, For Small
Creatures Such as We becomes a moving tribute to a father,
a newborn daughter, a marriage, and the natural world--a
celebration of life itself, and the power of our families and
beliefs to bring us together.

Burning Bright
A New York Times Bestseller A Forbes Top 10 Conservation
and Environment Book of 2016 Read the sea like a Viking
and interpret ponds like a Polynesian—with a little help from
the “natural navigator”! In his eye-opening books The Lost Art
of Reading Nature’s Signs and The Natural Navigator, Tristan
Gooley helped readers reconnect with nature by finding
direction from the trees, stars, clouds, and more. Now, he
turns his attention to our most abundant—yet perhaps least
understood—resource. Distilled from his far-flung
adventures—sailing solo across the Atlantic, navigating with
Omani tribespeople, canoeing in Borneo, and walking in his
own backyard—Gooley shares hundreds of techniques in
How to Read Water. Readers will: Find north using puddles
Forecast the weather from waves Decode the colors of ponds
Spot dangerous water in the dark Decipher wave patterns on
beaches, and more!
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For Small Creatures Such as We
Be transported into dystopian cities and alternate universes.
Hang out with unicorns, cyborgs and pixies. Learn how to
waltz in outer space. Be amazed and beguiled by a fairy tale
with an unexpected twist, a futuristic take on a TV cooking
show, and a playscript with tentacles. In other words, get
ready for a wild ride! This collection of sci-fi and fantasy
writing, including six graphic stories, showcases twenty of the
most exciting writers and artists from India and Australia, in
an all-female, all-star line-up! Published by Zubaan.

Like Streams to the Ocean
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER · Senator John McCain
tells the stories of celebrated historical figures and lesserknown heroes whose values exemplify the best of the human
spirit. He illustrates these qualities with moving stories of
triumph against the odds, hope in adversity, and sacrifices for
a cause greater than self-interest. Among the heroes of
exemplary character we meet are · Pat Tillman, whose
patriotism obliged him to leave the riches and celebrity of the
NFL for a soldier’s life in defense of his country · Winston
Churchill, who, in a renowned eighteen-word remark,
counseled schoolboys to “never give up” · the Catholic priest
in Auschwitz who offered to take a condemned man’s place ·
a nun, formerly a comfortable Beverly Hills housewife, who
works with prisoners in Mexico’s worst jails · George
Washington, whose wisdom and hard-earned self-control
helped him survive the chaos of war Character Is Destiny is
McCain’s moving and eloquent tribute to men and women
who have lived truthfully, and whose stories will stir the hearts
of young and old alike and help prepare us for the hard work
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“An eclectic collection of heroes . . . [John McCain] will be
remembered in a volume like this some day.”—The
Washington Post Book World “Uplifting . . . inspiring . . . The
lessons of these people’s lives are as relevant to adults as to
children.”—Minneapolis Star Tribune “McCain can surprise
you, and Character Is Destiny surprises in the diversity of its
cast.”—Houston Chronicle “McCain has made a declaration
of values that liberals can embrace as readily as
conservatives.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)

Physical Geology
"From sunlit surface water that teems with life to the deepest,
darkest depths filled with some of Earth's most unusual
creatures, oceans are home to a wide array of life. Peel back
the corners of the ocean to find out what fascinating life exists
withinthis ecosystem, from Earth's biggest animal, the blue
whale, to tiny organisms, such as kelp. Discover where the
world's oceans are and what you can do to help protect our
planet's rich waters."--

Finding Ultra
The essential primer and guide to preparing delicious, totally
vegan, nut-based cheeses, from the coauthor of The
Plantpower Way. In their debut cookbook, The Plantpower
Way, Julie Piatt and her ultra-endurance athlete husband,
Rich Roll, inspired thousands to embrace a plant-fueled
lifestyle, and through their advocacy efforts, podcasts, and
talks, countless people are now enjoying healthier and more
vibrant lives. In This Cheese Is Nuts, Julie is bringing that
message to the forefront once more, with a stunning
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been known for her dairy-free cheeses, and here she shares
seventy-five recipes using almonds, cashews, and other nuts
to create cheeses anyone can make right at home. Nut-based
cheeses are on the cutting edge in the world of vegan
cuisine. They’re remarkably simple to prepare (all you need
are a few simple ingredients and a basic dehydrator), and in
as little as twenty minutes, you can have an assortment of
tasty fresh cheeses fit for any occasion. Even creating aged
cheeses is easy—they require only a day or two in the
dehydrator, so making “fancier” cheeses, like Aged Almond
Cheddar, is an almost entirely hands-off process. And though
they’re delectable on their own, Julie’s nut-based cheeses are
a terrific component in her recipes for Raw Beet Ravioli with
Cashew Truffle Cream, Country Veggie Lasagna with Fennel
and Brazil Nut Pesto, French Onion Soup with Cashew
Camembert, and more. Filled with the essential tips, tools,
and mouth-watering recipes home cooks need to immerse
themselves in the world of nut-based cheese-making, This
Cheese Is Nuts will demonstrate why nut cheeses should be
part of any healthy, sustainable diet.

Texas Aquatic Science
In a memoir by turns moving, tragic, and hilarious, Jerry
Lewis recounts with crystal clarity every step of his fifty-year
friendship with Dean Martin. They were the unlikeliest of
pairs—a handsome crooner and a skinny monkey, an Italian
from Steubenville, Ohio, and a Jew from Newark, N.J.. Before
they teamed up, Dean Martin seemed destined for a
mediocre career as a nightclub singer, and Jerry Lewis was
dressing up as Carmen Miranda and miming records on
stage. But the moment they got together, something
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clicked—something
miraculous—and audiences saw it at

once. Before long, they were as big as Elvis or the Beatles
would be after them, creating hysteria wherever they went
and grabbing an unprecedented hold over every
entertainment outlet of the era: radio, television, movies,
stage shows, and nightclubs. Martin and Lewis were a
national craze, an American institution. The millions flowed in,
seemingly without end—and then, on July 24, 1956, ten years
after it all started, it ended suddenly. After that traumatic day,
the two wouldn’t speak again for twenty years. And while both
went on to forge triumphant individual careers—Martin as a
movie and television star, recording artist, and nightclub
luminary (and charter member of the Rat Pack); Lewis as the
groundbreaking writer, producer, director, and star of a series
of hugely successful movie comedies—their parting left a hole
in the national psyche, as well as in each man’s heart. In
Dean & Me, Lewis makes a convincing case for Martin as one
of the great—and most underrated—comic talents of our era.
But what comes across most powerfully in this definitive
memoir is the depth of love Lewis felt for his partner, and
which his partner felt for him: truly a love to last for all time.

To Shake the Sleeping Self
Welcome to the desert. Welcome home. This visually
stunning tour of the world's most amazing desert homes will
inspire “desert vibes” wherever you are. Creatives are drawn
in by the extreme landscapes and limited resources of the
desert; in fact, they’re inspired by them, and the homes
they’ve built here prove it. From renovated Airstreams to
sprawling, modern stucco, desert has become the new
beachfront. In Oasis, artist iO Tillett Wright captures the best
of this specific culture that emphasizes living simply,
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homes that define this desert mindset, featuring the classics
like Georgia O'Keefe's in Abiquiu, New Mexico, alongside
more modern homes such as Michael Barnard’s Solar House
in Marfa, Texas. Casey Dunn’s stunning photography will
transport you to these relaxing refuges where you'll learn
what elements create the balance of intentionality, ease,
style, and function that these homes exude.

Oasis
A MOST ANTICIPATED BOOK (Entertainment Weekly,
Vogue, Vulture, Elle, Harper's Bazaar, Library Journal,
Maclean's, and more) "As beautiful and as wrenching as
anything I've ever readExtraordinary." —Emily St. John
Mandel "I recommend Migrations with my whole heart."
—Geraldine Brooks For fans of Flight Behavior and Station
Eleven, a novel set on the brink of catastrophe, as a young
woman chases the world’s last birds—and her own final
chance for redemption. Franny Stone has always been a
wanderer. By following the ocean’s tides and the birds that
soar above, she can forget the losses that have haunted her
life. But when the wild she loves begins to disappear, Franny
can no longer wander without a destination. She arrives in
remote Greenland with one purpose: to find the world’s last
flock of Arctic terns and track their final migration. She
convinces Ennis Malone, captain of the Saghani, to take her
onboard, winning over his eccentric crew with promises that
the birds will lead them to fish. As the Saghani fights its way
south, Franny’s dark history begins to unspool. Battered by
night terrors, accumulating a pile of unsent letters, and
obsessed with pursuing the terns at any cost, Franny is full of
secrets. When her quest threatens the safety of the entire
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crew,
Franny must ask herself what she is really running
toward—and running from. Propelled by a narrator as fierce
and fragile as the terns she is following, Charlotte
McConaghy's Migrations is both an ode to our threatened
world and a breathtaking page-turner about the lengths we
will go for the people we love.

The Plantpower Way
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER · “As inviting, wideranging, and philosophical as an all-night conversation with a
best friend, and as revealing and thought-provoking as the
diary of a curious adventurer.”—Sasha Sagan, author of For
Small Creatures Such as We You can travel the world looking
for yourself, but if you don't know what you're looking for, how
can you find it? Like Streams To The Ocean is about
examining the things that make us who we are and getting to
know ourselves, our stories, and the decisions that shape our
one and only life. Writing with the passion and clarity that
made his debut, To Shake the Sleeping Self, a national
bestseller, Jedidiah Jenkins brings together new and old
writings to explore the eight subjects that give life meaning:
ego, family, home, friendship, love, work, death, the soul.
Who am I? What am I made of? How much of how I act boils
down to avoiding the things that make me feel small? As he
examines the experiences that shape our conscious and
subconscious answers to these questions, Jenkins leads
readers in a wide-ranging conversation about finding
fulfillment in the people and places around us and discovering
the courage to show our deepest selves to the world.

Paddle-to-the-Sea
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New York Times bestselling author of To Shake the

Sleeping Self delivers a moving reflection on the hidden,
sometimes difficult topics we must consider in order to live an
authentic life--ego, love, family, work--for anyone seeking a
companion on the road to understanding. We wake up atop
the dirt of our childhoods with a shovel in our hands. In our
pocket is a crumpled note with conspicuously familiar
handwriting. It says, "Good luck." We aren't born into a self. It
is created without our consent, built out of our childhoods, our
circumstances, and chance. But in the busyness of adult life,
we rarely have time to think clearly about the questions that
matter most: Who am I? What am I made of? How much of
how I act boils down to avoiding the things that make me feel
small? We bury these questions, but they drive our behavior
far more than we give them credit for. They are our puppet
masters. Writing with the passion and clarity that made his
debut, To Shake the Sleeping Self, a national bestseller,
Jedidiah Jenkins brings together new and old writings to
explore the eight themes all of us face as we find our way in
life: ego, family, home, friendship, love, work, death, the soul.
As he examines the experiences that shape us into who we
are, Jenkins leads readers in a wide-ranging conversation
about finding fulfillment in the people and places around us
and discovering the courage to show our deepest selves to
the world.

Crooked Hallelujah
This classroom resource provides clear, concise scientific
information in an understandable and enjoyable way about
water and aquatic life. Spanning the hydrologic cycle from
rain to watersheds, aquifers to springs, rivers to estuaries,
ample illustrations promote understanding of important
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comprehensively, with relevant principles of chemistry,
physics, geology, geography, ecology, and biology included
throughout the text. Emphasizing water sustainability and
conservation, the book tells us what we can do personally to
conserve for the future and presents job and volunteer
opportunities in the hope that some students will pursue
careers in aquatic science. Texas Aquatic Science, originally
developed as part of a multi-faceted education project for
middle and high school students, can also be used at the
college level for non-science majors, in the home-school
environment, and by anyone who educates kids about nature
and water. The project's home on the web can be found at
http://texasaquaticscience.org

Eat the Sky, Drink the Ocean
"Bestselling author, motivational speaker, entrepreneur, and
life and business coach Romi Neustadt has a message for
women: You CAN have it all--just not at the same damn time.
Romi Neustadt is a mom of two, a wife, a daughter,
bestselling author, speaker, entrepreneur, and coach. What's
more, she's achieved these things without a staff of 10, the
ability to sleep two hours a night or driving herself batsh*t
crazy. She's figured out the key to having it all: Priorities,
babe. In her second book, Romi provides a no-BS blueprint
for women to figure out what to focus on and what not to. She
explains why saying YES to everything and everyone really
means saying NO to the things that matter -- to your goals,
your dreams, and your true self. The key to achieving your
wildest dreams isn't to downsize them. It's to embrace them
more fully, and discard everything that isn't serving them.
Written in the same down-to-earth, accessible style that made
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bestseller, this book is for every woman who wants to live a
fulfilled, authentic life without feeling stressed and exhausted.
Romi is living proof that it's possible, and you will be too"--

You Can Have It All, Just Not at the Same Damn
Time
Loner Vivi Deveraux is thrilled to join Westerly College's
Kappas, who are secretly witches, until she meets perfect,
polished Scarlett Winter, who will stop at nothing to be the
sorority's next president.

Dean and Me
Hive is a remarkable debut collection of poems about
brutality, exaltation, rebellion, and allegiance. Written in the
voice of a teenage Mormon girl, these poems wrestle with the
widening gulf between her impulse toward faith and her
growing doubts about the people who claim to know God's
will.

Character Is Destiny
Selected by The New York Times Book Review as a Notable
Book of the Year A revelatory tale of science, adventure, and
modern myth. When the writer Donovan Hohn heard of the
mysterious loss of thousands of bath toys at sea, he figured
he would interview a few oceanographers, talk to a few
beachcombers, and read up on Arctic science and
geography. But questions can be like ocean currents: wade in
too far, and they carry you away. Hohn's accidental odyssey
pulls him into the secretive world of shipping conglomerates,
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maverick sailors, and the shadowy world of Chinese toy
factories. Moby-Duck is a journey into the heart of the sea
and an adventure through science, myth, the global economy,
and some of the worst weather imaginable. With each new
discovery, Hohn learns of another loose thread, and with
each successive chase, he comes closer to understanding
where his castaway quarry comes from and where it goes. In
the grand tradition of Tony Horwitz and David Quammen,
Moby-Duck is a compulsively readable narrative of whimsy
and curiosity.

Migrations
A transformative family lifestyle guide on the power of plantbased eating—with 120 recipes—from world-renowned vegan
ultra-distance athlete Rich Roll and his chef wife Julie Piatt
Created by renowned vegan ultra-distance athlete and highprofile wellness advocate Rich Roll and his chef wife Julie
Piatt, The Plantpower Way shares the joy and vibrant health
they and their whole family have experienced living a plantbased lifestyle. Bursting with inspiration, practical guidance,
and beautiful four-color photography, The Plantpower Way
has more than 120 delicious, easy-to-prepare whole food
recipes, including hearty breakfasts, lunches, and dinners,
plus healthful and delicious smoothies and juices, and
decadent desserts. But beyond the plate, at its core, The
Plantpower Way is a plant-centric lifestyle primer that finally
provides the modern family with a highly accessible roadmap
to long-term wellness and vibrant body, mind, and spirit
health. The Plantpower Way is better than a diet: It's a
celebration of a delicious, simple, and sustainable lifestyle
that will give families across the country a new perspective
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path to living their best life. From the Hardcover edition.
Moby-Duck
“Andrews’s wonderful Down from the Mountain is deeply
informed by personal experience and made all the stronger
by his compassion and measured thoughts . . . Welcome and
impressive work.” —Barry Lopez The story of a grizzly bear
named Millie: her life, death, and cubs, and what they reveal
about the changing character of the American West An "ode
to wildness and wilderness" (Outside Magazine), Down from
the Mountain tells the story of one grizzly in the changing
Montana landscape. Millie was cunning, a fiercely protective
mother to her cubs. But raising those cubs in the mountains
was hard, as the climate warmed and people crowded the
valleys. There were obvious dangers, like poachers, and
subtle ones, like the corn field that drew her into sure trouble.
That trouble is where award-winning writer, farmer, and
conservationist Bryce Andrews's story intersects with Millie’s.
In this "welcome and impressive work" he shows how this
drama is "the core of a major problem in the rural American
West—the disagreement between large predatory animals
and invasive modern settlers”—an entangled collision where
the shrinking wilds force human and bear into ever closer
proximity (Barry Lopez).

Down from the Mountain
A soul-searching meditation on the foundations that shape
us, Like Streams to the Ocean is an essential guide for the
crossroads of life. In the busyness of the day-to-day, we
rarely have time to think clearly about the questions that
matter most: Who am I? What makes me, me? What do I
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for? With the passion and clarity that made his debut,
To Shake the Sleeping Self, a New York Times bestseller
Jedidiah Jenkins explores the eight signposts we all face as
we find our way in life: ego, family, home, friendship, love,
work, death and the soul. In this soothing work, Jenkins
reveals how we can find fulfilment in the people and places
around us and discover the courage to show our deepest
selves to the world.

Eat Like a Fish
You have a choice. There is a path out of pain, anxiety,
burnout, and the feeling of complete overwhelm. This book is
your invitation to choose that path. “Patel shares how to tap
into subtle energy shifts through simple yet powerful practices
that you can do on yourself.”—Goop When Kelsey Patel was
struck by searing back pain in her twenties while working on
Capitol Hill, she had no idea that repressed emotions could
manifest as debilitating anxiety and physical pain. What
healed her was empowering herself to choose how she lived
her life. In Burning Bright, her first book, Kelsey shares the
self-care techniques that helped get her body, health, and
emotions back into alignment: Reiki, emotional freedom
technique, meditation, yoga, and more. Now a spiritual coach,
Reiki master, and wellness expert, Kelsey has helped
thousands struggling with burnout and anxiety. This book is
filled with stories, hard-won wisdom, profound empathy, and
the secrets to reexamining thoughts and breaking negative
patterns. You will learn how to: · practice Reiki on yourself,
without a master; · interrupt anxiety cycles with tapping,
breathwork, and journaling; · perform simple rituals that can
bring you peace in any situation; · ground yourself and get
back into your physical body; · release emotional and
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a solid foundation of self-worth and self-care. As you use
these techniques to align with your priorities, you’ll watch your
authentic life unfold—a life of harmony, fulfillment, purpose,
and joy. Burnout makes you feel like there is always more,
more, more to do, but the truth is, you are enough right now
without any more doing. Learn how to feel this truth because
it’s time for you to start burning bright.

Like Streams to the Ocean
A toy Indian and his canoe travel from Lake Nipigon to the
Atlantic Ocean.

Hive
A landmark book by marine biologist Wallace J. Nichols on
the remarkable effects of water on our health and well-being.
Why are we drawn to the ocean each summer? Why does
being near water set our minds and bodies at ease? In BLUE
MIND, Wallace J. Nichols revolutionizes how we think about
these questions, revealing the remarkable truth about the
benefits of being in, on, under, or simply near water.
Combining cutting-edge neuroscience with compelling
personal stories from top athletes, leading scientists, military
veterans, and gifted artists, he shows how proximity to water
can improve performance, increase calm, diminish anxiety,
and increase professional success. BLUE MIND not only
illustrates the crucial importance of our connection to water-it
provides a paradigm shifting "blueprint" for a better life on this
Blue Marble we call home.

Oceans Inside Out
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"Thrilling, tender, utterly absorbing . . . Every chapter
shimmered with truth. It's an unforgettable debut." --Cheryl
Strayed From travel writer Jedidiah Jenkins comes a longawaited memoir of adventure, struggle, and lessons learned
while bicycling the 14,000 miles from Oregon to Patagonia.
On the eve of turning thirty, terrified of being funneled into a
life he didn't choose, Jedidiah Jenkins quit his dream job and
spent the next sixteen months cycling from Oregon to
Patagonia. He chronicled the trip on Instagram, where his
photos and profound reflections on life soon attracted
hundreds of thousands of followers and got him featured by
National Geographic and The Paris Review. In this
unflinchingly honest memoir, Jed narrates the adventure that
started it all: the people and places he encountered on his
way to the bottom of the world, and the internal journey that
prompted it. As he traverses cities, mountains, and inner
boundaries, Jenkins grapples with the questions of what it
means to be an adult, his struggle to reconcile his sexual
identity with his conservative Christian upbringing, and his
belief in travel as a way to "wake us up" to life back home. A
soul-stirring read for the wanderer in each of us, To Shake
the Sleeping Self is an unforgettable reflection on adventure,
identity, and a life lived without regret.

There I Am
An antidote for our age of anxiety--thoughtful, moving prayers
from Barbara Brown Taylor, Amena Brown, Nadia BolzWeber, and other artists, creatives, and thinkers, curated by
the author Glennon Doyle calls "my favorite faith writer." It's
no secret that we are overworked, overpressured, and edging
burnout. Unsurprisingly, this fact is as old as time--and that's
why we see so many prayer circles within a multitude of
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where people seek help, hope, and peace, energized by God
and one another. This book, curated by acclaimed author
Sarah Bessey, celebrates and honors that prayerful tradition
in a literary form. A companion for daily inspiration, this
collection gives women permission to recognize the weight of
all they carry, while also offering a broadened imagination of
hope--of what can be restored and made new. Each prayer is
an original piece of writing, with a short introduction from
Bessey sharing exactly why she loves and looks up to the
writer. This book is a literary hug, an invitation for respite, and
a chance for readers to pause and celebrate who they are,
beyond what they do.

Like Streams to the Ocean
The Rough Guide to Jimi Hendrix is a thorough reference
book about the life and music of the greatest rock guitarist of
all time. It covers all the key events throughout his
metamorphosis; from a misfit youngster growing up in poverty
to his rise to international stardom, and from his days as a
starving backup musician in the early 1960s to his triumphant
appearances at the Monterey Pop and Woodstock rock
festivals, not to mention his mysterious and sordid death in
1970. Special chapters are devoted to vivid description and
critical evaluation of all his important studio and live albums
and best thirty songs, as well as all major live and
documentary Hendrix videos; his myriad musical influences
from blues, soul, rock, and jazz; Hendrix-related sites and
shrines; and his spectacular arsenal of guitar techniques and
effects. Also including special features on overlooked aspects
of his art ranging from his love of Bob Dylan's music to his
relationship with the Black Power movement, The Rough
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Guide
to Jimi Hendrix documents all dimensions of this one-ofa-kind musical genius.

The Ravens
The remarkable debut from Plimpton Prize Winner Kelli Jo
Ford, Crooked Hallelujah follows four generations of
Cherokee women across four decades It’s 1974 in the
Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma and fifteen-year-old Justine
grows up in a family of tough, complicated, and loyal women,
presided over by her mother, Lula, and Granny. After
Justine’s father abandoned the family, Lula became a devout
member of the Holiness Church – a community that Justine at
times finds stifling and terrifying. But Justine does her best as
a devoted daughter, until an act of violence sends her on a
different path forever. Crooked Hallelujah tells the stories of
Justine—a mixed-blood Cherokee woman— and her
daughter, Reney, as they move from Eastern Oklahoma’s
Indian Country in the hopes of starting a new, more stable life
in Texas amid the oil bust of the 1980s. However, life in
Texas isn’t easy, and Reney feels unmoored from her family
in Indian Country. Against the vivid backdrop of the Red
River, we see their struggle to survive in a world—of
unreliable men and near-Biblical natural forces, like wildfires
and tornados—intent on stripping away their connections to
one another and their very ideas of home. In lush and
empathic prose, Kelli Jo Ford depicts what this family of
proud, stubborn, Cherokee women sacrifices for those they
love, amid larger forces of history, religion, class, and culture.
This is a big-hearted and ambitious novel of the powerful
bonds between mothers and daughters by an exquisite and
rare new talent.
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Tides and the Ocean
Vowing to return to his father--the city storyteller--his lost gift
of speech, Haroun begins a quest that introduces him to a
mad bus driver, the Shadow Warriors, and the land of
darkness.

Lulu & Rocky in Milwaukee
Surfers, sailors, and anyone who loves the ocean will enjoy
this visual exploration of the world's seas along its shores,
including rip tides, swells, waves, and tsunamis. Tide is the
vertical motion of water, something so subtle it is impossible
to see with the naked eye. Inspired by his travels around the
world's coastline in a camper van with his young family,
William Thomson captures the cycles of the sea's movement,
and intersperses his adventures surfing the waves and
charting the tides. Throughout Tides and the Ocean are his
graphic renderings of unusual tidal maps, as well as other
forms of water movement, including rip, rapids, swell, stream,
tide, wave, whirlpool, and tsunami. Tides and the Ocean
explains how the tides surge when the moon and sun align
with the earth; how ocean streams alternate direction every
six hours (which is invaluable information for kayakers,
paddle boarders, and fishermen); why skyscraper-sized
tsunamis occur frequently in an Alaskan Bay; and the most
deadly beach orientation for rip currents. Also emphasized
throughout is the importance of keeping the world's oceans
healthy and full of life. Published in time for beach travel, this
large-format hardcover is ideal for anyone who knows and
loves the sea, and who wants to understand, discover, surf,
or sail it better.
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A Walk Across America
Lulu and her cousin Rocky are visiting the city of Milwaukee.
There are so many fun things to see and do, like canoeing,
visiting a lighthouse, riding surrey-bikes, going to a fish fry,
and even gearing up and burning rubber at the HarleyDavidson Museum! Written by Barbara Joosse and illustrated
by Renée Graef, this first book in the Our City Adventures
series explores the city of Milwaukee, visiting well-known
sites and attractions as well as unexpected gems.

Follow the Water from Brook to Ocean
“Moving, heartfelt, and truly inspiring. A great book to read
right now.” —Cheryl Strayed, author of Wild and Tiny
Beautiful Things “Ruthie is a gifted storyteller with the unique
ability to make you feel her emotions as if they're your own.
Her book is somehow both bold and tender and utterly,
truthfully, authentically her. She doesn't hide from heartbreak
or fail to experience the fullness of all the beauty life can
hold.” —Rachel Hollis, #1 New York Times bestselling author
of Girl, Wash Your Face and Girl, Stop Apologizing Brain on
Fire meets Carry On, Warrior, There I Am is an arresting
inspirational memoir about one woman’s journey from chronic
pain and hopelessness to finding joy, redemption, and
healing. At seventeen years old, Ruthie Lindsey is hit by an
ambulance near her home in rural Louisiana. She’s given a
five percent chance of survival and one percent chance of
walking again. One month later after a spinal fusion surgery,
Ruthie defies the odds, leaving the hospital on her own two
feet. Just a few years later, newly married and living in
Nashville, Ruthie begins to experience debilitating pain. Her
case confounds doctors and after numerous rounds of
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painkillers—lots of them. Ruthie has become bedridden,
dependent on painkillers, and hopeless, when an X-ray
reveals that the wire used to fuse her spine is piercing her
brain stem. Without another staggeringly expensive
experimental surgery, she could well become paralyzed, but
in many ways, she already is. Ruthie goes into the hospital in
chronic pain, dependent on prescription painkillers, and
leaves that way. She can still walk, but has no idea where
she’s going. As her life unravels, Ruthie returns home to
Louisiana and sets out on a journey to learn joy again. She
trades fentanyl for sunsets and morphine for wildflowers,
weaning herself off of the drugs and beginning the process of
healing—of coming home to her body. Raw and redemptive,
There I Am is not just about the magic of optimism, but the
work of it. Ruthie’s extraordinary memoir urges us to unlearn
the stories of brokenness that we tell ourselves and embrace
the wholeness, joy, and healing that lives inside all of us.

The Extreme Life of the Sea
Recounts how the author, after realizing the daunting state of
his health at age forty, overcame physical challenges and
alcoholism over the course of two years while training for
Hawaii's elite Ultraman competition.

Haroun and the Sea of Stories
When things go bad at home, sisters Eleanor and Mike hide
in a secret place under Eleanor’s bed, telling monster stories.
Often, it seems those stories and their mother’s house magic
are all that keep them safe from both busybodies and their
dad’s temper. But when their father breaks a family heirloom,
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and Eleanor and Mike fall into a world where dreams are
born, nightmares struggle to break into the real world, and
secrets have big consequences. Full of both adventure and
heart, Riverland is a story about the bond between two sisters
and how they must make their own magic to protect each
other and save the ones they love.

Riverland
"Physical Geology is a comprehensive introductory text on
the physical aspects of geology, including rocks and minerals,
plate tectonics, earthquakes, volcanoes, glaciation,
groundwater, streams, coasts, mass wasting, climate change,
planetary geology and much more. It has a strong emphasis
on examples from western Canada, especially British
Columbia, and also includes a chapter devoted to the
geological history of western Canada. The book is a
collaboration of faculty from Earth Science departments at
Universities and Colleges across British Columbia and
elsewhere"--BCcampus website.

Streams to the River, River to the Sea
Twenty-five years ago, a disillusioned young man set out on a
walk across America. This is the book he wrote about that
journey -- a classic account of the reawakening of his faith in
himself and his country. "I started out searching for myself
and my country," Peter Jenkins writes, "and found both." In
this timeless classic, Jenkins describes how disillusionment
with society in the 1970s drove him out onto the road on a
walk across America. His experiences remain as sharp and
telling today as they were twenty-five years ago -- from the
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hermit, to the stir he caused by staying with a black family in
North Carolina, to his hours of intense labor in Southern mills.
Many, many miles later, he learned lessons about his country
and himself that resonate to this day -- and will inspire a new
generation to get out, hit the road and explore.
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